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WSU · bids for

base annexation
by Susan Opt

programs in the general fields

Force base, located adjacent to
the University.

closest university offering such
programs, but Wright State
would have the advantage of its
own runways and control

better deal than can Dayton or
Fairborn.

airplanes and helicopters to
school, so we think this will
open up Wright State to more
commuters, besides improving
on our present parking lot situation," commented Spiegel.
More specialized courses
will be offered in the fields of
bombing and war game
strategies. "After all," said

Wright State entered its bid of aeronautics and parachutover spring break for the anne- ing, said Spiegel. "At the moxation of Wright-Patterson Air ment, Miami University is the
Dr 'Andrew Spiegel; executive vice-president, provost and
treasurer; ·commented on the tower facilities.
proposal saying, "We feel we
"Also, several students have
can offer the Air Force base a expressed interest in flying their
"Secondly, we feel the con-

flict between Fairborn and Dayton can be better resolved if the
base is handed over to a third
party--us,'' he continued.
"Dayton and Fairborn are
only interested in the Air Force
base as a source of taxation. Re-

sidents of those two cities will

ls&@bbl®ff ft®will.%%88w%8%\003id.l%.%fl8~ .

receive little if any direct benefits from the annexation,"

This is just a glimpse of what is to come in Wright State's possible annexation of
Patterson Air Force base's 8,127 acres. Related photo page 2. (Steve Walters photo)

explained Spiegel.

Spiegel abolishes English

wide range of opportunities
that wi 11 be opened to the stu-

by 5usan Wiseman

Morewit, a tenured znglish pro-

Dr Andrew Spiegel vice president and provost of Wright
State University, announced
today his decision to abolish
the English department at
Wright State.
Spiegel stated, "Due to
budgetary cuts that have to be
made and the fact that this department has a long history of
conflicts that have sunk this
school into immense debt; after
spring quarter this department
will no longer exist. Besides
that it's a millstone around my
neck."

fessor and organizer of these
activities said, "We are refusing
to teach unti I Spiegel revokes
his decision. "We will be dividing our department in half.
Group A will continuously picket outside of Allyn hall and
Group B wi II be staging the
sit-in inside the Executive wing.
"In order to keep our spirits
up we'll each take turns reading
The Apology one of Plato's

stated, "Dr Spiegel came to this
decision soon after the court
decided in favor of the plaintiffs

zens Advisory board of which

An

anonymous source

in the discrimination suit

against WSU.
The
plaintiffs,
several
ex-WSU English instructors,
will be awarded $3.4 million in
damages and reinstatement of
their old jobs."
The source added, "This is
Dr Spiegel's way of putting his
subordinates in their proper
places. Even though they wi II
receive the monetary damages,
they can't be reinstated if positions are not longer available.
"He also said that he doesn't
want other 'uppity' female
employees to get any ideas because they must be shown that

there is 'not place at WSU for

rebellious women."
Dr Richard M Careless,
chairer of the English department, burst into tears and refused to comment about
Spiegel's decision.
Other English professors weren't taking Spiegel's decision
lying down. A sit-in and picket
are in the planning stages. Dr

dialogues,'' Morewit added.
Dr Robert Kegerreis, presi-

dent of WSU was unavailable
for comment because several
members of the Dayton's Citihe is chairer, are still refusing to

''However, consider the

dents of Wright State and the cost over-runs if the base is anrelease him from a school bus surrounding community if we nexed. "The political science
that is parked at Stebbins High were to annex it."
department has expressed inschool.
WSU will be able to offer [Continued on page 2]

WSU participates in illegal program
by Susan Opt

A recent investigation by the
Ohio State College board has
revealed Wright State University has been participating in a
program entitled "Rent-AStudent."

'"The purpose of the program

is to provide universities with
people who, for a fee, will enroll, attend classes on the first
day, and for all practical purposes, act like students,"

"We were afraid real students would catch on to
'"These psuedo-students are Rent-A-Students after it was re-

explained Dr Robert Kegerreis,
WSL:J president.

the ones who create the mass
confusion on the first day of
classes each quarter. They sign
up for the most popu I ar
courses, like English 111, so
real students are closed out of
classes and have to go another
quarter to complete their general education requirements,"

continued Kegerreis.

Paper reveals important research here
by Chris Mauch
A recent paper published by
the geology department at
Wright State reveals the results
of important research conducted-here.
Among the several experiments noted is one that prom-

ises an answer to the energy

crisis.
Three graduate students,
Randy Schiller, Bill Tumee, and
Georgie Castratus, explained
that the process involves the
gassification of a refined oil
along with organic matter. The
low-cost process reportedly
generates a vast amount of
natural gas from very minute
amounts of starting material.
In an exclusive interview,
Schiller said, "The initial discovery which led to the process
came early fall quarter. We
were in our office after lunch,
discussing the energy crisis

Spiegel, "how many univer-

sities give their students an opportunity to work with such
projects as the B- 1 ?"
Spiegel added that the Accounting department was considering adding a course on

when, as luck would have it, Mr nise Hill was also detailed in
Tumee and I happened upon the paper. Hill's energetic exthe idea at the same moment."
perimentation with reproducSchiller continued, '"Our ini- ing pet rocks has led to the distial success was so great that covery that rock populations
[Continued on page 2]
our office window had to be
opened in order to let in fresh
air."
Schiller revealed the basis of
the process to interviewers. As
by Doretta McGeorge
with most breakthroughs, the
Topics discussed at Wedtrio utilized a well-known prinnesday's Student Caucus meetciple. It involves the biological
ing included Academic Counconversion of Crock Pot french
ci I evaluations and Caucus
fries, particularly the oil, into
elections.
natural gas.
Caucus king Don Schmidt
Schiller refused, however, to
said
he felt Caucus should
reveal the key.
make a· decision about evaluaSchiller did, predict that,
tions while they still had the
when perfected, the newly
chance to do something for
patented process will produce,
Wright
State University. He
from less than two ounces of
suggested taking a vote to settle
fuel, enough methane to drive a
the issue once and for al I.
converted Volkswagen to CinEducation representative
cinnati and back.
Carol Montgomery objected by
The innovative work of De-

vealed a few months ago that
WSU had such a large drop rate
after the first day of classes,"
said Kegerreis.
Dr Andrew Spiegel, vice
president, provost and treasurer, explained WSU participated in the program "to give·
the illusion of an expanding
University."

About 4,000 of WSU's

13,000 enrolled students are
rented.
"You see, every quarter
Wright State received funds
from the state board, based on
the number of students enrolled
at the time. Obviously, the
[Continued on page 2]

Caucus wants life term
saying Caucus shouldn't act <
prematurely and added that the
topic deserved at least another
year of discussion.
Business rep Sandy Dyer disagreed with the idea of further
discussion and wanted an immediate vote.

Schmidt commented that

Caucus should speak with a
single voice in this particular
matter to insure a favorable
reaction in Academic Council.
Science and Engineering rep
Ed Duffy said anything was fine
[Continued on page 2]
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WSU enters bids for WPAFB
[Continued from page 1]
terest in offering a course in
graduate level bureaucracy,"
continued Spiegel. Undergraduate bureaucracy is being
taught at WSU at the moment.
"Gobble-de-gook (a term
applied to Air Force writings)
will be added to the English department's curriculum, continued Spiegel, "and the
Physics department will have
its own nuclear reactor to play
around with.
"This is only a small glimpse

of the possibilities that will be
open to Wright State if we
annex the base," noted Spiegel.
Although by law WSU can
not levy a tax on the Air Force
base Spiegel said the University

does expect a large source of
income from the sale of parking
decals.
"The base employees approximately 24,300 people.
Everybody from the Logistics

the private third-class will be

command four-star general to

required to purchase a Wright
State parking sticker.
"The base parking lots will

be converted over to'A' 'B' 'C

and 'H' parking,'" explained
Spiegel.
"However, we feel the
employees will pay far less in
the way of parking than they
would in taxes,'' said Spiegel.
The annexation of the Air
Force base would increase the
618 acre campus by 8,147
acres.

WSU capitalizes on rental program
[Continued from page 1]
more students we have, the
more money we get," said
Spiegel.
He noted that the bookstore
had capitalized on the Rent-A-

\»

This area ot Wright-Patterson Air Force base will be worth
over $1 million in parking alone if annexed by

Wright State.

Students by asking them to buy
all the used books first.

Caucus abolishes Academic Council
[Continued from page 1]
with him but whatever was to
be decided, it should be decided soon because he wasn't
certain of how long Academic
Council could be held off.
After much heated deliberation, Caucus took a vote. The
results were 6-0 in favor of
abolishing Academic Council.
Schmidt said he thought this action would save Caucus the
trouble of having to deal with
Academic Council.
With this accomplished, the
topic of Caucus elections was
brought up. Schmidt asked
when and how the election
should be held.
It was resolved finally by
Caucus that its members wou Id
continue to be elected by the
student body. The consensus of

the group was that all efforts
should be directed toward dispeling rumors of Caucus becoming too power-hungry.
Liberal Arts rep Kim Boas
suggestedthat the term of office
for Caucus members be increased to life.
Schmidt reminded him that
the Caucus constitution would
have to be changed to put that
provision into effect.
Graduate rep Etta Stearns

said she didn't think such a
change would be right.
Schmidt answered that the
U S Supreme Court judges are
appointed for a life-long term
and it doesn't seem to bother
anyone.
"Besides, I like the idea myself," Schmidt added.
Under almost no protest,
Caucus finally voted 6-0 in
favor of increasing the term of
Caucus reps to life.

''This forces students to
spend their money for new
textbooks and the bookstore
realizes more of a profit that
way.
"It also encourages the
Rent-A-Students to sel I back
their textbooks so as to create
long lines and hopefully discourage some of the real students from selling back their
texts," Spiegel noted.
Since the Rent-A-Students

Attention all students
interested in the
Greek System

Come to the Beta Theta Pi PicnicRush party on Achilles Hill, Saturday,
April 3rd.

tone and dolomite, Hill's research has caused him to predict that "if the situation were
to get out of hand, rocks may
someday make up a major part
of the earth's composition."
Moving from pet rocks to petrified rocks, the paper makes
public for the first time the discovery of petrified male dinosaur genitalia.
According to graduate student Boyld Packer, it has been
found, upon analysis, that the

also enlists the aid of a program
called "Rent-A-Cop," added
Spiegel.
"The Rent-A-Student always
signs up for an 8 am class so
they can take up almost all the
parking spaces before most real
students arrive on campus.
"As a result, we rent extra
Security cops to handle the

large rock on Founder's quadrangle is actually one half of a
set.
Said Packer, "It's just one of
the things you walk past every
day without knowing or appreciating what it is."
Some doubt has been cast
upon the authenicity of the discover's claim, but when asked
for proof, experimenter Johann
Lilypad responded, "You prove
it ain't."

SPEND
OUR
MONEY
U'}
ON 6ERSE CARLI]

TICKET> BEFORE THEN'RE
The picnic gets underway at 2:00 and
goes on till whenever.
Free beer and hotdogs while they last.

Spiegel.
When asked if he thought the
state board's revelations would

have any effect on continuing

WSU's participation in these
programs Spiegel replied, "No,
in fact, we are considering entering a new program that's recently been established called
'Rent-A-State Board.' I hear
they don't reveal anything a

reate such mass confusion on university does.''
the first day back, Wright State

Research reveals energy answer
[Continued from page 1]
have the ability to spawn at unexpectedly high rates, especially in the presence of the
rock cummingtonite.
Despite setbacks caused by
indiscriminate mating of limes-

large number of tickets given to

students on the first day," said

50Dp our !
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New. food

service

by Janet Groeber
"Students will soon be able
to have a specially prepared
lunch delivered to their mailboxes," announced Bob Bartusch, ARA food service director at Wright State.

''A similar 'box lunch' prog-

ram is already in operation at
the University of Akron,''
explained Bartusch, "where
they have had fantastic results.
"The WSU program is planned to be in full operation
sometime next week, if all
plans proceed on schedule,"
he continued.
Students will receive a menu
with the weekly offering on the
Friday prior to the week of service.
Most preparations were
made over spring break, including the creation of speciallyinsulated food containers to fit
in the mailboxes.

The meals will include a
choice of hot entree, vegetable
and a dessert. Beverages must
be purchased separately.
Plans also include a vegetarian menu available upon request, Bartusch explained.
"We will be putting complete information in every student mailbox this week,'' he
said,
"We hope this service will
help to personalize eating at

WSU,' Bartusch said. '"We

realize most students are here
at lunch-time and eat that meal
on campus.
"We really expect to be serving more students and personnel with the annexation of
Wright-Pat. We know that
Allyn lounge, Crock Pot, and
the University Center cafeteria
will not be able to handle the
increase effectively without
major changes,'' he added.
"If this is successful, who
knows, we may even try a
breakfast and supper service,
Bartucsh concluded.

l
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Spiegel proposes

tuition increase
Editor's note: This story broke
while the Guardian was going
to press. No other administrators or sources could be contacted at this printing, but future
stories on the increases will be
printed. This, unfortunately, is

not an April Fool's joke.
by Cail Snyder

A proposed tuition increase
of $10 and $15 quarterly for
ful I-time undergraduate students along with additional revenue increases to go into effect summer quarter will be
submitted to the Wright State
Board of Trustees at their April
14 meeting.
The proposal calls for a $10
increase in the instruction fee
for undergraduate students taking 10.5 through 14 credit
hours, and a $15 increase in the
instruction fee for undergraduates taking 14.5 through
18 credit hours.
Currently, undergraduates
taking 10.5 through 18 hours
pay $260 quarterly or $780 annually. This proposal would increase tuition to $270 or $275
quarterly (depending on the
amount of credit hours taken)
or from $810 to $825 annually.
An increase of $25 to $26 per
credit hour for part-time undergrads (1 through 10 hours) is
suggested, and this figure
would also be applied to all

hours in excess of 18.
For graduate students taking
10.5 through 14 credit hours, a
$35 instruction fee increase is
proposed; and for grads taking
14.5 through 18 hours, a $40
instruction fee increase is
suggested.
Ful I-ti me grad students,
those taking 11 through 16
hours, currently pay $290 quarterly or $870 annually. The
proposal would increase this
amount to $325 or $330 quarterly (depending on the amount
of credit hours taken) or from
$975 to $990 annually.
An increase of $27 to $32 per
credit hour for part-time
graduates (1 through 10 hours)
is proposed and this figure
would also be applied to all
hours in excell of 18.
"The greatest impact will be
in the undergraduate full-time

fee,'' noted Spiegel. He said

there is also an "impact" on
people who take 18 hours but
drop classes later in the quarter.
He said that students who do
this in effect close other students out of classes.
Spiegel said that he and John
Murray, vice-president and

vice-provost for academic af-

fairs, came to the proposal de-

cision "after much discussion"
and after consulting with vari[Conti nued on page 5]
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Some students didn't get enough sun in Horida over the break so now they just keep
'basking for it. (Steve Walters photo)

Caucus resolves resignations
by Doretta McGeorge
A Student Caucus represen-

Those temporarily appointed
to the Election commission included Robert Marcum as
chairer, Kenneth Cline, Kim
Drake, David Brewer, and Sam
Warwar.
Schmidt said these appoint-

tative and the Student Election
commission chairer resigned at
Tuesday's Caucus meeting.
Caucus chairer Don Schmidt
announced that Election commission chairer Sheryl Barger
had resigned.
"I have the power to make
temporary appointments,"
Schmidt commented and asked
Caucus tc ratify the procedure
in which students were appointed to serve in the special
election.

ments are probably only tem-

porary and new appointments

.·

by Doretta McGeorge

A first draft proposal for implementation of mandatory advising policy was given to the
University deans for review
during winter quarter, according to Elenore Koch, executive
director of Student Administrative services.
Koch said the proposal,
which is "not a working document," comes up with the implementation in which student
hours are taken in consideration with the grades a student
receives.

: Election commission chairer :

} Sheryl Barger the special ;
: election

by Janet Groeber

The 1976-77 budget

the 1975-76 budget.
Forensics is funded by the

speech department and by the

student activities board. Last
year the Speech department al-

for

Nursing

and :

j Business representatives ;

for Tuesday, '
j March 30 has been re- ;

: scheduled
: scheduled.

raise his cumulative point-hour j The election will be held :
3 Thursday, April 1 from 5 to 7 3
ratio to 2.00."
"A student with a point-hour { pm and Friday, April 2 from {
: 8 am to 5 pm in front of the :

ratio greater than 2.00 is said to

have no deficiency points,'' the i Ombudser's office in Allyn }
: hall.
:
The proposal states that ''a proposal stated further.
Candidates in the electionAccording to Koch, to calcustudent whose point-hour ratio
is less than 2.00 will be subject late the number of deficiency ; are Mike Miller and William ;
to warning, mandatory advis- points the cumulative hours at- } Cleveland for Business and?
ing, or dismissal, based upon tempted is multiplied by two, John Brinkman and Holly ?
{
his previous record and the which equals the number of ; Eveslage for·Nursing.
number of deficiency points he points necessary to make a ································
2.00.
has."
"Deficiency points are defined as the number of points a
student would need in order to

Budget receives approval
In a meeting held March 14,
the Student Activities Budget
board approved a $3000
budget for the 1976-77 Forensics squad. $500 was earmarked for the improvement
and expansion of a reader's
theatre, a noncompetitive program.
shows an $875 increase over

Election Rescheduled

Due to the registration of ?

Mandatory advising policy drafted
She added, "This is a fairer
way and it clearly shows the
student how many points he
needs to get off of mandatory
advising."

.
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lotted $3,700 to Forensics.
This year James Sayer, director, has asked for $4000 but no
commitment has been made by
the department.
George Moore, student
board member, felt the funding
should be from one source. The
present system he felt, did not
"fix the responsibility of funding."
Sayer, who was not present
at the meeting, left a budget
proposal and explained costs.
According to his proposal, 25
[Continued on page 5]

Then, from that total the
points the student actually received is subtracted and the result is the number of hours of 'B'
grades that it takes to raise the
cumulative average to 2.00 or
the number of deficiency
points.
Koch explained that for
example, if a student had attempted 49 cumulative hours
(multiplied by 2), he would
need 98 points to make a 2.00

The next order of business

was the appointment of Marc
Porter to the constitutional review committee.

Another subject discussed

was the LRC contract. Schmidt
asked Caucus to reconsider
joining LRC and added that
Caucus had the money to do so.
Some question was raised
about the fact of LRC being a
lobby Schmidt remarked that
LRC did seem to be step one of
an Ohio Student lobby.
"But is that so bad? We're
getting screwed by the administration," he continued.
Edu cation representative

Carol Moritgomery com-

mented about LRC' s long-range
advantages.
"Two to three years from
now it will do some good," she
said.
The result of Caucus' vote
[Continued on page 4]

WWSU fate uncertain
by Tom Beyerlein

·

Student Activities Budget
board convened Sunday and
Tuesday to pass judgement on
the budget proposal of WWSU,
the campus radio station.
Budget board
member
George Moore opened Sunday's meeting, which lasted
over two hours, by asking the
radio station personnel in attendance if any research has

Then, if the student had actually earned 41 points, he would
need 57 hours of 'B' to raise his
cumulative average to 2.00.
This would mean that the student had 57 deficiency points.
Accardi ng to Koch, after a
[Continued on page 4]

listenership of the proposed 10
watt station.
Jim Stitt, a WSU employee,
explained that such a station
would encompass the Wright
State campus, Fairborn, and
northern Beavercreek yielding

average.

would be made for the spring
Caucus elections.
Caucus agreed to the appointments made by Schmidt.

been done as to the potential

what he termed a "strong, reliable signal."
Stitt added the signal would
have a radius of approximately
five miles.
Richard Mort, general manager of the station, remarked
that two of the five station
employees are interested in
persuei ng careers in radio
broadcasting.
"This is a challenge to me to
set up a working radio station.
The only reason I'm staying at
WSU is the radio and television
facilities," Mort said.
Mort continued to say that
WSU could be "the only station
in town where anyone could
[Continued on page S]
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Koch submits advising draft

,

campus Happenings

[Continued from

page3]

Wright State has the policy of quest for the analysis came up

people's art, marching, and chowder society-all day, all

student has 20 or more defi- mandatory advising, the Uni- last fall and financial cutbacks
ciency points, he would be versity should provide for rt.
in the University did not have a
dismissed for one year. The
'In the long run, the defi- bearing on the proposal in any
proposal states that the dismis- ciency point system makes a way.
sal "action will be taken by the good deal of sense. It allows
"The concern is so that stu-

around campus.
exhibit."

student's academic dean, in
consultation with the chairer of

students to improve. But if the
students can't improve, we owe

dents can realistically understand whether or not they are

and advisor.
"John Murray (vice president
and vice provost for academic
affairs) asked me to review stu-

that, Spiegel noted.
.
Koch remarked that the deftciency point system is currently
in use at many universities.

wards a degree. But finances
were not a consideration "
Koch said.
'
However, Koch noted that

thursday, april
"real

art:

1

and environmental

art

the student's major department it to the students to tell them making adequate progress tofriday, april 2

chemistry lecture--3:30 pm,

132 oelman. david I geiger

of toxic hazards division of wpafb, "thermogravimetricgas chromatographic-mass spectrimetric analysis, discontinuous and coupled simultaneous techniques."
alpha xi delta and sigma phi epsilon--9 pm-l am, university center cafeteria. dance. admission $2 per person.
beer and boogie. to sunnuva.

saturday, april 3
lost highway--9 pm-12 midnight, rathskeller. 75 cents,
50 cents dormers.

dent data on mandatory advis-

''Ohio State University is since a university is pledged to

ing to apprize him and the using the policy and their cut- assist students in achieving
deans of how mandatory advis- off for possible dismissal is 15 high academic potential, they
rng was working, Koch re- defrcrency points. And since are very interested in students
marked.
OSU has mostly 5 credit hour with high academic potential.
"After collecting data, mak-

courses, it's a much stricter poi-

formation services) and I met
with Murray and Dr Andrew
Spiegel (executive vice president and provost),'' Koch

input from the academic colleges is received, a second draft
will be prepared which will
then be submitted to Murray

Koch

said

that from

her

ing graphs and analysis, Wayne icy than ours,'' observed Koch. analysis of fall quarter grades,
Peterson (director of Student In- According to Koch, once the deficiency points ranged any-

where from .5 to 115 .5.
She added that students who
have an interest in discussing
this further are encouraged to

\ noted.
and the Council of Deans.
talk with Student Caucus
=s
Spiegel said that he had
She commented that the re- Chairer Don Schmidt or herself.
asked for a report on mandatory,
advising.
"It was found that the policy

Lab will deal with
aat easy o comecommunication methods
and added that as long as

by Susan Wiseman
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'

A communication laboratory
will be held for Wright State at
Glen Helen in Yellow Springs.
The lab will begin Friday, April
9, at 7pm and continue through
late Sunday afternoon.
The lab will focus on
methods of communicating
and developing skills for more
effective communication with
individuals and in group settings.
Listening skills, non-verbal
communication, skill development of receiving and giving feedback, the art of selfdisclosure and discovery of
how individuals come across in
a group setting will be experiences included in this lab.
Staff members are Dr Gene
Eakins, professor of speech
communications;
Joanne
Risacher, assistant Dean of Students; Bunny Gaw, professor of
speech communication; and
Cheryl Holder of the University
division.
Student assistants are Bob
Brandt, Kathy Kreitzer, Paul
Phillips, Web Norman, Jayne
Lynch, Dick Lieberman, Don
Schmidt and Colette Young.
Participants are asked to
bring sleeping bags and pillows
and are expected to attend the
entire weekend due to the nature of the lab. The $15 charge
per participant includes two
nights lodging and five meals.

Recent

resignations
[Continued from page 3]
was a 4-1 decision in favor of
joining LRC.
Next, Montgomery resigned
her Caucus seat effective after
the election since she has taken
another job and will not be at
Wright State during the day.
Schmidt set the special election to fill the position of Education rep to Caucus for April 14.
Schmidt also asked for approval to hire three work-study
students to do work for Caucus
during spring quarter. He
added that the students would
be hired by the normal hiring
process.
Caucus voted 5-0 in favo, of
hiring three work/study students.
The next Caucus meeting
will be Tuesday, April 6 at 4:30
pm.

First National Bank
FAIRBORN, OHIO

April 10th

A Full Service Bank

Wright State

University Bookstore

Cooperative funding from
the Student Activities Budget
board and Inter-Club Counci I
al lows the charge to each participant to remain the same as
for the fall leadership lab.
Applications and the $15 fee
must be in the Dean of Students
office 111 Millett, by March 31.
Since space is limited, applications will be screended, if
necessary.

• lain Office
1 W Main Street

878-8681

5-Point Branch
10 W Day ton

Yellow

Springs Rd

878-7241

I

Increases to bring $560,000
[Continued from page 3]
ous departments such as the
Bursar, registrar, controller and
the budget director.
Spiegel maintained the increase is needed not only because of inflation but because
of the overearned subsidy
which WSU does not receive

from the state.
'"Where that

(a budget deficit) becomes significant is
where we don't get the overearned subsidy," he noted.
Spiegel was referring to the
subsidy which is determined
yearly by an estimated number
of "full-time equivalent" students.
After the estimate is made,
the universities in turn receives
a subsidy for each student. If

more students enroll than what
were anticipated, the universities in essence lose money
because they do not receive a
subsidy for the extra students.
This year WSU had a larger enrollment than expected, so the
subsidy was overearned or, in
other words, the school did not
receive a subsidy for every student.
Spiegel said the subsidy
problem was the main reason
for the tuition increase. He
added that a "six percent increase in enrollment" was estimated for next year. He said
that "anywhere from $400,000
to $500,000 or more" is
needed next year to cover University costs after the subsidy
and other revenues have been

applied.
"An increase in fee would
bring about $560,000,° said
Spiegel, "Student fees currently
pay as a part of the income from
15 to 45 percent."
Also included in the proposal
are fee and revenue increases
such as a $10 drop fee, a $1

charge for picture ID's, a new
$15 mass registration charge
and a new $2 transcript fee.
Spiegel admitted that he
knows students wi 11 be upset
about the increases and the
new charges. "I'm not making
any excuses for it. I don't blame

the students for being upset. I

will be glad to have an open
meeting about it and I also expect to have more open meet-

ings on the budget.''

Security transports Kegerreis regularly
by Pamela Edens
Seeing a Wright State Security car pick up President
·Robert Kegerreis at the airport is
not as unusual as it sounds, according to Richard Grewe, director of security.
Said Grewe, ''We do transport President Kegerreis regularly when he's on University
business."
Grewe explained that sometimes it is much cheaper to use
University vehicles than to
bring somebody in to drive

VIP's.
No particular officer is assigned to pick up the president,
so whoever is on duty at the
time the pick-up is to be made,
does so as part of their rounds,
Grewe noted.
Grewe added that the cars
can only be used for University
business, and that the officer on

Forensics
gets budget
.

I

Increase
[Continuedfrompage3]
percent of the budget was alotted to travel expenses which
includes lodging, meals, and
entry fees for
Another travel expense was
the rental of a station wagon
from WSU at an annual cost of
$900.
1
Increased student participation and inflationary costs accounted for the increase in the
1976-77 budget and also for
the depleted 1975-76 budget at
the end of winter quarter.
From October to January, the
squad participated in 12 intercollegiate contests and seven
other contests which enabled
them to gather enough points to
qualify for the national tourna-

participants.

ment in Los Angeles this April.

duty can't use them for private
excurisions, such as going to

convenience, if the president
comes in at 3am.

the store.
Ronald Oldiges, manager of
One reason for using Sec- Transportation
services,
urity cars for transportation, pointed out that the only cost
said Grewe, is that Security is
the only department operating
24 hours a day, seven days a
week, so that it is a matter of
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involved in transporting the
President is labor and the cost
of operating the vehicle. Exact
figures were not available.

Lost and Found
Security and Parking services will conduct an auction
of lost and found articles on Tuesday, April 20, 1976. The
auction will start at 9:30 am and close at 2 pm in the Allyn
hall lobby.
Items of low monetary value will be tagged or priced

and the items of higher value will be sold by silent auction
with a written bid.
Bids will close at 1 pm and the results will be available
in 241 Allyn, after 2:30 pm. Those bidding will be responsible for checking the results the day of the auction and
winners will be required to pick up and pay for items
before 5 pm that day.
Persons who feel an item below may belong to them
should go to 241 Allyn between 8:30 am and 5 pm
Monday through Friday and, upon further identification,

can clair. the item.
barette
bracelets

books
tie
belts
gloves
hats
jackets
mittens
scarf
sweater
brush
comb
folder
glasses
sunglasses
keys (will not be
sold but will be
disposed of

necklace
pin
rings
watches
miscellaneous papers
cosmetics
lens and· remote control
for slide projector
pouch
banner

license plate cover
lens cover

notebooks
purse
umbrellas

Board delays action on WWSU capital requests
[Continued from page 3]
get on the air. WVUD only allows a select few. As far as I'm
concerned, anybody who can
talk can do something.
"The Guardian, the University Times don't get off campus.
WSU would give community
announcements and fill people
in on what's happening at
Wright State," stated Mort.
Joanne Ervin, assistant dean
of students, said that about six
persons are involved in the operation of the University's television equipment.
"More people can be
utilized in radio," she said.
"There is really no outlet for the
untrained on campus."
Mort explained to the board
that the $500 requested for
'miscellaneous records' would
go to purchase jazz and classical record albums, while an
additional $365 would be used
enroll the station in subscriptions for records through various major labels.
"There are no set number of
albums included in the price of
the subscriptions, it just depends on who's coming out
with records,'' Mort said.
Moore next questioned the
station's $500 advertising request.
"If the University is going to
go ahead with the idea of a
radio station, they should go all
the way. It doesn't make sense
to cut costs in advertising,"
Moore observed.

to

The first of the plans calls for
Tuesday's meeting, whereby
$28,160
to purchase equipthe equipment could be purchased over a period of several
years.
At Tuesday's meeting, WSU
submitted a proposal for the
equipment based on an arrangement made with the Klopf
Audio/Video Company of Dayton.
Birnbaum said there is not
enough money remaining in
the budget to "reasonably
cover any of the three purchase
plans."

ment worth $20,000 over a five
year period, while the second
buy
$20,000 worth of equipment in
seven years. A third plan asks
for $21,120 for a $15,000
purchase over a five year
period.
Moore stated that the 1 0 watt
is, in his opinion, "a complete
waste of money, we already

requires $33,920 to

recommendation for $ 1000 to
be allocated for advertising.
The board passed the sta{ion's operating budget of
$6,735, but decided to delay
action on WSU's capital
equipment requests.

tivity should be encoraged, allowing Sayer to make the final
decision.

representatives to prepare a
lease purchase agreement for
the capital expenditures for

Board chairer Doug
board member, felt that the ac- Birnbaum asked the station's

topic, Moore remarked, '"I
don't think we're going to have
a quorum on this issue," and
suggested that each board
member submit their own recommendations to O Edward
Pollock, vice president and director of student services.

hav-+ a half million dollars
worth of color TV equipment."

WSU dormatory dwelling advantageous
by Pamela Edens
The advantages of living in

Ervin pointed out that, in her
opinion, students in the hall

to living at home or in an
apartment are many, according
to Jo Ervin, assistant dean of
students.

far as having visitors whenever
they want, and of consuming
alcohol in their rooms.
She said, "students are al-

"most important factor about

without

ous opportunity for personal

hall go, Ervin stated that, "the

association with people not
formerly familiar with (such as

student maximum time for
studying." She continued, say-

the residence hall as opposed have a great deal of freedom, as

Ervin stated that she felt the lowed to be what they will be,
infringing

on

other

the residence hall is that living people's rights."
in the hall presents a tremendAs far as advantages of the
growth...and an opportunity for services of the hall allow the
family, people from school).'

ing, "no grocery shopping, no
real house cleaning, and hav-

Something that pleased Ervin
greatly about the hall was that
the staff stands firm on the idea
of academic preparation, requiring residents to meet certain academic standards." She
feels that this makes for a population of students who are into

. study, close proximity to Uni-

tivities.
In comparing the hall to living at home or in an apartment,

more or less, right in the middle
of everything happening on
campus.

ing the Health service nearby
takes a burden off the student."
Ervin said that other obvious

advantages are that the students

are on the campus, having no

drives at night to the Library to

The board accepted Moore's studying, as well as social ac- versity staff, and that they are,

Last quarter the board approved Sayer's request for
$2,425 to complete the trip.
Moore said there should be
limits set on the squad to prevent them from depleting their
budget so soon.
However, Alan Herner,

Birnbaum disagreed, calling
the idea of a 10 watt station
"worthwhile". "It's the way to
go," he added.
After some discussion of the

Ervin remarked that, "students
Some students living in the
have no fewer rights or hall agreed with Ervin on the
privileges or more than any advantages. One student, Kim
other citizen." The residence
hall policy assures students that
University personnel will not
be trespassing into their rooms,
unless a search warrant is issued.

Kuehnle,
remarked
that,
"you're already on campus, so
all you have to do is get up and
go to class," and that "living on
campus is convenient."
Kuehnle also stated that

some of the disadvantages are
that people don't always have
the privacy they'd like, and that
for the money you put into the
dorm, you could easily live in
an apartment.
According to Ervin, the rate
for the hal I is $310 for the room
and $195 for food coupons per
quarter, with the possibility of
raising it for next year, due to
increased costs.

Another, resident of the hall
stated that, ''students have easy

access to campus facilities, and
they don't have to hassle with
cooking their own meals." He
remarked that the bad things
about it are that it's not kept
clean all the time, and that it is
not the easiest place in the

world to study.

A two-bedroom apartment at
Bonnie Villa apartments runs
from $174.50 to $179.50,
which includes al I major
appliances, according to the
manager.

At Mapleview apartments,

an unfurnished 2 bedroom
apartment runs $1 80 a month
while a furnished apartment is
$213, both including utilities.

•

•
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Just because \said I

thoashf, pepperoni ls

great doesitt mean
[war) it, Ard Mushes?'
Just because

Meeting request

I sad l [love

er.. doesr?t
necessarily»

In view of the tuition increase proposal,
and as the mouthpiece of the student body,

we would like to request an open meeting with
the administration, the budget director, the
controller, the bursar and the registrar of
Wright State.
In particular, we would like to emphasize
the presence and the involvement of one Dr
Andrew P Spiegel.
We know that Spiegel is not the sole instigator or contributor to the proposal, but we
also know that there have been many other instances in which these nouns are very· appropriate. In fact, Dr Spiegel, if the shoe fits,
wear it; but don't manipulate it to protect
your own position and integrity.
As in every proposal that stems from your
office, there are many questionable discrepancies like, for instance, doubling the drop

fee while the dependent fee waiver increases
by only $2. And what about the $15 mass re-

gistration fee? Could it be that you and your
other bureacratic cohorts are scheming to do
away with dropping classes and mass registration.
Well, we certainly hope that these statements are, in fact, simple figments of our
imagination. But if this is true, then we
are not the only individuals who have wild
imaginations.
Some students think that a student strike
is the only way to approach such a sticky

situation.

However, at this point in WSU's

history, when students are as empathetic as
ever, an effective student strike is virtually
a joke. Of course, we might be surprised if
these concerned students really drum up enough
support from their peers to get some real results from the administrative wing.
Whatever the outcome is, we would like to
encourage the students to at least read the
proposal, attend the open meeting(s) and get
involved in what could affect not only them
but future WSU stude~

a
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'Block.', calculator cure ills

by Neil Klotz
"IRS-TAX-1976 to

base.
We're climbing at an unprecedented rate. Down in the
lush concrete jungle below I
can see the target: the structures of the enemy, some scattered attempts at growing edible foliage, small enemy persons playing in the streets and
alleys. All camouflaging the objective: the low income
paycheck. There's no protection.
We're moving faster than inflation: income tax bombardments have increased twice as
fast as any other living costfood, housing, transportation.
The technology has increased
greatly, too.
In only 12 years we've hiked
the individual's share of supporting the federal government
from 49 percent to 74 percent

and reduced the corporate bur-

den from 34 percent to 15 per-

cent. As it nears April 15, some
students, poor and old persons
are trying to find cover. But I've
already dropped my load.
Even the politican's token
rebates won't spoil some great
pictures of destruction. Heading back to base. 10-40 ... over
and out..."
We never knew what hit us.
In the year marking the bicentennial of tax revolt, Internal
Revenue service regulations

The experts can offer help,
but not much security. According to a new IRS study commercial tax prepares-from the

#S /g
Nil6I
1

other complications like chil-

cheapie storefront variety up to
high-priced tax attorneysmade errors on 7 4 to 78 percent
of the returns they handled.
That rate was topped only by
the 79 percent goof rate of the
IRS's own free tax assistance
program. And in one of those

Can you guess who this WSU
celebrity is?
See page 11 for answer

dren, a job netting $3,000 a
year and up, or large medical
bi I ls, use the longer 1040 form.
Don't let all those complicated schedules for capital
gains, employee business expenses and such snow you. You
don't have to use them all, just
the ones that apply to your situation.
The best and most readable
guide to your first 1040 form is
the H&R Block Income Tax
[Continued on page 7]
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Guardian stuff

em 'lave become so complex that e
the feds themselves estimate
there are errors in 99. 9 percent
of the returns.
God save the taxpayer singled out for I RS wrath. According to IRS in-house manuals released under the Freedom of Information act, the service regularly tries to raise a few extra
bucks by extorting money not
even owed.
Agents' • methods have included illegally picking locks,
stealing records, tapping
phones, intercepting personal
mail, electronic eavesdropping, sexual entrapement and
other crimes, found recent Senate hearings.

little ironies of government, the
agency won't even take the
blame for its mistakes: the service can. charge you penalties
or haul you into court for tax
fraud for blunders made by its
own free tax help.
Fortunately, most students
can get by with a short form
1040A if all their income
comes from wages or salaries
and they don't want to itemize
deductions. Single students
with only summer job income
will probably do best with the
short form.
But if you're married or have

:
:
•
•:
•

editor
managing editor
associate editor
news ed(tor
copy ed,tor
advertising manager
business manager
proofreader
photographer
secretary

snail gyder
lemue/ lathrop
libido killer
janet greatbore
bom tiealine
hed toy
.wing sprite
mary blockhead
weed stalters
kim kyoonul

••
••

••
••
•••
••
•

staff.....................
.clanadouser dat
pecker, denna donney, den kunbar, stam pedens, dentist •
geehams, lancelot iceboig, gory gregary, labecca rarue,
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 % % 4 % 4% # % 4 4 % 4 4 4% % % % 4 4 4 # % 4 %

priss crouch, tequila mccrab, dorito mccheese. boozen

• pot, ded silverfish, richard warp, weary tilliams, woos
wiseperson

advisor......................44.............................dr green akins
neavercreek buze
complaints and/or grieveances against the Guardian cam
be submitted to the prudent stublications cub-sommittee.

printer

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Tips for filing taxes as deadline draws
[Continued from

page 6]

Workbook. With Block and
calculator in hand, have at it.
Here are some tax twists for
'76 I found that particularly affect students and low-income
people:
Your parents' dependent. If
your parents have claimed you
as a dependent on their own

return and yo have a signific-

ant amount of income other
than salary (like interest or dividends), you should use the
1040.
You don't have to itemize
deductions, though. You can
sti 11 use the tax tables, but the
standard deduction or low income allowance can only be
chopped off the bucks you
earned as wages.
Virtually all under grad financial aid is tax exempt. Grad
students can exclude fellowship grants, except for the portion received for teaching, research or other part-time
employment at the institution.
The exception to this exception is if the teaching or other
employment is required of all
degree candidates-then you
don't have to declare it.

Deductible educational ex-

penses. Sorry,

but it's not as
promising as it sounds. You can
only deduct educational expenses if the schooling enables
you to keep or improve the
ski I Is in a job you already have.
Training for a new job isn't
deductible. For instance, if your
employer wants you to finish
your BA or take vocational
study to improve your usefulness to him, deduct away: tuition, books, supplies, lab fees,
transportation, parking, etc.
(see Block, page 73).

The earned

income credit.

This year you can slash your tax
bill by an amount equal to 10
percent of your income up to
$400 if you earned less than
$8,000.
You must also have maintained a household child lived
for al I of 197 5. You can get this

tax credit using either the short
or long forms.
In addition, you can deduct
up to $400 a month for day care
if you earn under $18,000 a
year.
There are also deductions for
taking care of incapacitated
dependents over the age of 14
(see Block, page 94).

The "sin subsidy.'' From

1°969 on the IRS has penalized
working couples for being married; it hits them for a bigger tax
bill than two singles making the
same amount.
For instance, the tax tables
call for a married couple with
two
deductions
earning
$10,000 a year to pay $1, 119 if
they use a joint return and
$1,436 if they use seperate returns. An unmarried couple
earning the same total would

only have to pay around $800.
Some ambitious couples
have gotten around this socalled "sin subsidy" by getting
divorced on December 31
(which the IRS counts for the
whole tax year) and then remarried the next day.
Temporary delays. If you use
the short form 1040A, you can
buy a I ittle extra time by requesting on the form that the
IRS officially figure your tax for
you (this is different from their
free tax help).
Attach your W-2 wage
statement and fill in all the

blanks except for the computation of what you owe. Then
mail the form right before April
15.

The IRS is usually so

swamped by then that it won't
bill you until May or June, after

which you have another 30
days to
If you're out of the country on
April 15, you get an automatic
extension until June 15, but you
have to pay interest at nine per-

pay.

.

cent per year on what you owe.
That's still a better rate than
most other credit, and the interest is deductible on next
year's return.
Permanent delays. A lot of
people would like to never pay
the IRS. Some don't. Tax resistance may even come in vogue,
judging from a major article on
the subject in the April Playboy.
According to the piece, between four and 10 million
people refuse to pay federal
taxes each year.
A lot of them are deadly
serious-from left wing radicals who oppose the use of any

funds for the military to guntotting posse commitatus folks
who see the present tax and
currency system as a socialist
threat.
Some others would just like
to see a fairer tax structure, in
which corporations and rich
individuals don't escape with
zero tax bills because of the
loopholes set up for them.
If the I RS has gotten on your
enemies list, here are some
groups to contact: for tax reform, the Tax Reform Research
group,
PO
box
14198,
Washington, DC 20044, which
will send you a free copy of
their newspaper People and
Taxes; for tax resistance, the
Freedom Fighter, RB Press,

4045 East Palm lane, Phoenix,
Arizona 85008.

Leases common cause of student legal hassles
by Ed Silver
Leases are one of the most

common causes of legal dif-

ficulties among students, according to William McGrath,
attorney and associate professor of administrative sciences
and finance.
On November 4, 1974 an
Ohio law went into effect
which defines the rights and responsibilities of landlords and
tenants. The fol lowing is a
summation of main parts of that
law.
The landlord can legally
evict a tenant when the tenant
refuses to leave after the lease
has expired, fails to pay rent
when due, 'or does not perform
his duties under law or in the
rental agreement.
The tenant has the right to at
least three days' notice in writing (perhaps up to 30 days
notice under new Federal regulations) before the landlord begins eviction proceedings
against him.
Notice in writing is required
at least five days before eviction
hearings are held in court.

Tenants can join tenants unions, can complain to the landlord and/or to appropriate government agencies if the landlord fails to perform his duties
under the law.
Responsibilities of tenants

appliances, plumbing and
other fixtures that the landlord
has supplied or is required to

conditions."
If after 30 days (sometimes

less) the landlord does not cor-

supply in safe operating condi- rect the unlawful conditions the
tenant can cancel the rental agtion.
Further responsibi Ii ties for reement, or start lepositing the
the landlord include supplying rent with the ccert instead of
include keeping the premises running water and reasonable with the landlord.
The landlord will have to
safe and sanitary, operating amounts of hot water and heat
appliances supplied by the at all times (with some excep- prove that he is complying with
tions), and giving at least 24 the law before receiving the full
landlord, plumbing, and elechours' notice before entering amount of the rent.
trical fixtures in a proper and
A tenant cannot be evicted
the premises for inspection unsafe

manner.

Responsibilities of the land- less entering for reasons of an
lord include complying with emergency.
If the landlord fails to live up
applicable health, safety, housing, and building codes; keep- to his responsibilities, the tenant can sue for damages and
ing common areas of the building in a safe and sanitary condi- give the landlord written
tion; maintaining electrical \ of the "unsafe or unsanitary

notice

for asserting his or her legal
rights or for nonpayment of rent
provided the tenant can prove
that he or she has suffered damages greater than or equal to the
amount of rent due.
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Nuclear film
Miami Valley power project will sponsor the film
Lovejoy's Nuclear War to

benefit the MVPP at 8 pm on
April 2 at the First Unitarian

church on the corner of
Salem and Neal avenues in
Dayton. Admission is $1.

Beta Phi Omega
Beta Phi Omega will hold
an open meeting for all interested students on Thursday, April 1 in 151 Millett
from 11 am to noon and 1 to
2 pm.

Practicum applications
Applications for student
teaching, library and practicum for fall quarter 1976
will be accepted in 226 Millett now through Apri I 6.
Also, prospective education
majors can apply for Education 119 for fall quarter
1976.

Subcaucus meeting
Liberal Arts subcaucus
will hold a meeting Thurs-

day, April 1 at 4 pm in 117
Millett.

Dayton Indian council

Wright State's history club
will sponsor a panel from the
Dayton Area Indian council
Thursday, April 8 in 172 Millett at 3 pm.
Topics include the American Indian in Historical
Perspective relating to current problems.

Carlin concert
Comedian George Carlin
will appear at Wright State
University Sunday, April 11
at ~ pm in the main gym-

nasium of the Physical Edu-

cation building.
Tickets can be purchased
for $5 in advance for students and $6 on the day of
the show.
Tickets are available at WSU's Hollow
Tree box office, Goldenrod
music,
The
Forest

Dingleberry's and from the

University of Dayton and
Sinclair College student
governments.

TUBA

UCB Bingo

The Tubist Universal
Brotherhood association
will hold a two-day regional

University Center board is
sponsoring bingo in Allyn
hall lounge every Monday
this quarter from 7 am to 11

symposium-workshop at

Wright State on Friday April
2.

"

The
symposiumworkshop is open to low
brass students and teachers

high school students, and all

interested persons. '
Registration fee may be
paid at a rate of $5 per day or
$2 per session or concert.
For more information call
Dr Myron Welch or Francis
Laws at extension 2346.

Chamber Music
Dayton Philharmonic
string quartet will present a
chamber music recital on
Sunday, April 4 at 8 pm at
the Dayton Art Institute. The
public is invited to the free
concert.

Lucas Samaras' ''Photo

Karate club
The Genwa Kai Karate
club wi 11 be accepting new
members the first two weeks
of spring quarter. Practices
are held Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 5 to 7
pm in the Dance room (081)
Physical Education building.
Club dues are $10 per
quarter and an annual registration fee of $6.

Mythopoeic society

The Mythopeoic society
will discuss the book Many
Dimensions by Charles Wil1 iams on Saturday, April 10
at 8 pm. For information and
directions call 256-1830.

Applications are now avai I able in University Division, 337 Allyn hall, for
summer orientation tour
guide positions.
Outgoing,
articulate

pm. Cards are 15 ce:its each,

or two for 25 cents.
Prizes include a trip for
two to Tierra del Fuego and
the winner's choice of 1957
Edsel.

friendly and willing to extend themselves to try and

make strangers comfortable

Chamber Pots

are urged to apply.
'
A genuine appreciation
for the University and a de-

The Chamber Pots, a singing group specializing in
Medieval chamber music

sire to present it with that at-

will hold a concert on

titude is important.
Being a responsible team
member is also important for

Thursday, April 1 in the University library at 2:30 pm.
Admission is 25 cents.

the job requires close cooperation, coordination and a

tolerance for repetitive
work.
Applicants must be in
their sophomore or junior
year, in good standing in the
University and must be av-

NeWS

Shorts

Photo Transformation

Transformations'' wi 11 be
displayed upstairs in the
main art gallery in the Creative Arts center. Richard
Nanas' sculpture has been
designed specifically for
WSU. The shows are free
and open to the public. The
gallery hours are 10 am to 4
pm Monday through Friday
and noon to 4 pm on Sundays.
The show will run Sunday
April 4 through 25.

Summer Orientation Tour
Guide Openings

ailable for training during
spring quarter for Orienta-

Film Changes

tion during the entire summer and for evening work on
specific dates.
Applications must be
submitted no later than April
15. Further details are available at University Division's
office.

UCB announces the following changes in its spring
quarter movies lineup: April
9 Mary Poppins, April 16
Pinnochio in Outer Space
and April 30 Pollyanna. Due
to the mature themes involved, IDs will be checked
at the door.

Spelunking Club
The recently formed
Spelunking club will meet in
the tunnel under the new
Medical Sciences building at
1 pm Friday, April 2.

Morticians Buffet
Trigger Mortis will be the
guest speaker at the annual
Morticians of Dayton buffet
to be held in the Presidential
dining room in the University Center, Saturday, April
3, at 6:30 pm.
Mortis' topic will be
'Gravestones; Are They
Taken for Granite." All, of
course, are welcome to attend.

Kayak races
Kayak races will be held
on the moat from 1 0 am to 3
pm Thursday, April 1. This
event is sponsored by University Center board.

Kayaking and White
Water Canoing

Surplus Vehicles

A program and demonstration of the techniques of
kayaking and white water
canoing will be held at

The Purchasing department is in the process of disposing of two University
vehicles that have been declared surplus. Any interested member of the University community may pick
up a bid form from the Stores
office, 044 Allyn hall.
Sealed bids must be returned by May 6, 1976.

Wright State's University

swimming pool, room 144

Physical Education building.
A short film will be shown
prior to the demonstration in
room 166 PE building.
The program is open to the

public at no charge. The
demonstration will be performed by members of the
Cincinnati Sierra club canoe
school faculty and is sponsored by the Tecumseh
group (Dayton group) of the

Sierra club.

Film Contest
1976 Athens International
Film festival will be held

April 22 through May 1.

Films (16 mm optical soundtrack only and 35 mm produced by independent filmakers and productions
companies) should be submitted before April 10.
$2,000 will be awarded as
prize money in the six

categories of documentary,
narrative, experimental
animation, video, and feature.
All films must have been
made before Apri I 24 and
cannot have been previously
entered in this contest.
Information about entry
fees is available from Athens
International Fi Im festival

Box 388, Athens, Ohio

45701.
The festival will also feature workshops and seminars, feature films, and guest
speakers.

SAM

Al I business students are
invited to have coffee and

donuts with the professors

from 8 am to 12 noon in
465A Allyn hall Wednesday,
April 7. The event is sponsored by the Society for the
Advancement of Management.

UCB Video Specials
Along with the regular
scheduled Flash Gordon
series the University Center
board will also present
Muhammed Ali March 1
through 5, Roger Daltry
March 8 through 12, Ernie
Kovacs March 1 5 through 19
and Stevie Wonder March
29 through April 2.

The programs will be

aired continuously from 1 O
am to 3 pm on the video
monitors in Allyn lounge
and lobby, and in the Millett
lobby.

LSAT

School Admission test will be held April 10
The Law

in 112 Oelman at 8:30 am.
Pre-registration materials
and more information is available through the Admissions office.

I
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The Miller Analogies test
will be held April 7 at 4:30
pm in 109 Oelman. Test fee
is $5 and pre-registration
with Admissions is required,
although latecomers will be
admitted if space is available.

GRAND JUNCTION
presents
Friday, April 2
Saturday, April

3

Direct From Nashville

'The Season Travellers"

Sre Lounge... in the Forest Park Plaza...pass it on.

starring Hubert Davis
5539 Far Hills

4,34-2111

News Shorts continued
ACT
The American College test
(ACT) wi II be Apri I 10 at
8:30 am in 109 Oelman. The
ACT (residual) is also available on an individual basis.
For more information and
pre-registration materials,
contact the Admissions of-

fice.

Sports Writers Scholarship
Greater Cincinnati Chapter of the Baseball Writers
association of America is offering a $300 scholarship to
a student who will be a
senior as of fall 1976, who
demonstrates
both
academic ability and sports
writing ability. Further details and applications are available from the Office of Financial Aid, 152 Allyn hall.

Travel Catalog
The Council on lnternational Educational Exchange
(CIEE) is offering a free travel
guide for students and
educators. The guide includes tips on low-cost
travel, accommodations,
travel insurance, special
tours, and bargains around
the world for students and
educators.
For a free copy of the student travel guide write to
CIEE, .Department EMC, 777
United Nations Plaza, New
York, New York 10017 and
enclose 25 cents to cover
postage.

Financial Aid Forms

All of the necessary financial aid applications forms
for the 1976-77 academic
year are now available in the
Office of Financial Aid, 152
Allyn. All students who will

be aplying for financial assis-

tance should pick up the
forms as soon as possible.

Intercollegiate Golf
Persons interested in trying out for the varsity golf
team shou Id contact the Athletic department of the Physical Education building. Individuals should score consistently in the low 80's or
better.

Study Abroad

Scholar ship

AMOCO Scholarship
The Amoco- foundation

has established a $3,400
four

year

undergraduate
to
be awarded to a first year
geo-physics student in the
fall of 1976.
Applicants should send
their applications to Dr Benjamin Richard, associate
professor of geology and director of the geo-physics
program Wright State Uni-

geo-physics scholarship

800·325·4867
~ Un,Travel Charters

G%

'Q! free

weiser and the American

Broadcasting

in 1976-77.

LEEP Funds
Grant and loan funds are
available through the Law
Enforcement
Education
program (LEEP) for full-time
criminal justice personnel
enrolled full or part time at
Wright State University.
LEEP loans are also available
for pre-service criminal justice personnel enrolled on a
full-time basis at WSU.

Campus Ministry
William Stringfellow will
not appear on campus this
month as previously stated
by in an advertisement by
the Campus Ministry. However, he wi 11 appear someti me in April.
The Guardian will carry the
time and date of his appearance.

in Kettering.

Graduate Assistantship

Graduate assistantship

Volunteers Needed

applications for the College
of Education are now available in 320 Millett hall

The Training center for
developmentally handicapped children is in need of
volunteer workers. Interested persons should contact Winifred McCarthy at
293-1017. The center is located at 3210 Marshall road

Graduate Student office.

Deadline for filing applications is April 1, 1976. Assistantships are for the 1976-77
academic year.

corporation

(ABC), and that ''any student
organization or the college as a
whole is eligible to participate."
Ervin remarked that the project is basically a "college
oriented anti-litter program to
promote concern for the community environment." She also
noted that efforts need not be
limited to the college campus.
Five first place prizes of
$1,000 and five second place
prizes of $500 will be awarded
to the most creative and effective college campaigns.
Last year, the University of
Toledo Sailing club was one of
the five first place winners for
the Central division.
According to a news release
from Budweiser advertising
manager William E Casher, one
result of last year's "Pitch In!
week is the now familiar green
and white "Pitch In!" decal
printed on most public trash recepticles.
Past winning campaigns include cleaning, painting, and
repairing senior citizens'
homes (Francis Marion College
campaign), and refurbishing a
Project Head Start center and a
day school (University of Scran-

entry, and if the University agrees to it, their project would be
draining the water from the
moat, filling it with dirt, and
planting trees and shubs in it.
Norman said that this is because the moat is rarely clean
and is practically a health
hazard because it is so dirty.
Results of campaigns must be
submitted to ABC by May 16.
terested in submitting an entry. Information on entering is avWeb Norman, Ombudser, . ailable through Ervin and the
Dean of Students office.
informed that if it qualifies as an

as cleaning up roadside litter or
developing pocket parks, and
pointed out that "the opportunities are limitless."
Regarding campus groups
taking part, Ervin noted that she
really hadn't been informed of
any organization taking part in
the project. Ervin said that she
had heard a rumor that the
Ombudser's office was in-

CHAKE RES

rs 'PAGE MANOR
CINEMA

3

ton campaign).

Ervin suggested projects such.

Scuba Diving
Swimming
Country-clean air, freedom from

traffie noises, patk-like
surroundings--these form the
setting

er:, '=

for the jewel

that is

SPORTSMAN LAKE, sparkling
pure spring water; unpolluted, as
clean and pure as Nature

Air Station
Trampolines

intended it 'to be.

Sun Bathing

Call us for your
beer and wine needs

Snack Bar
Picnicking
Free Parking

426-9805

week is sponsored by Bud-

Three scholarships of
$350 each will be awarded
for study abroad
Requirements for application are sophomore, junior
or senior standing; an accumulative grade point average of 3.4 or higher; and
maintenance of full-time
status.
Applications are available
at the International Programs
office, 144B Oelman.

PARTY TIME?

Vost Carryout
3913 Col Glenn

The third annual national
college "Pitch lnl" week will
be held Apri I 5-9.
Jo Ervin, assistant dean of
students, said that "Pitch In!"

Scholarships for Abroad

0 day advance payment required

Call

by Pamela Edens

Included with the application should be a letter stating
why the applicant wants to
be a geo-physicist, and three
letters of recommendation
and high school transcripts
or equivalent.

is
leall/o
/li y®rems
fare
707
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loans, grants) can be continued during foreign study.

Pitch In week promotes cleanliness

versity.

IE UROPIE

Fur

·_wright State International
Programs office is offering its
first scholarship for study abroad. A $100 award will be
made for Spring quarter. Application forms may be obtained in the International
Programs office, 144B Oelman or call 873-2198 for an
appointment.
Most other forms of finan-

cial aid (veterans' benefits,

John Bryan State Park. is only 4
miles away for overnight camping.

DAYS AND TIMES OPEN:
Saturdays and Sundays
10 am til 7 pm

l ro

42, 'COLUMBUS

Tuesday hru Friday
1-2 noon' tit 9 pm

SEASON:
Memorial Day:
thru
Labor Day

Certification Required for Scuba
Admission: Adult $2/Cbild $.75

SPORTSMAN LAKE US ROUTE 4.2
CEDARVILLE, OH 45314 (513\766--8041

«aw CHARLTON HESTON · LEIGH TAYLOR-YOUNG %
"SOYLENT GREEN" Co Starring CHUCK CONNORS · JOSEPH COTTEN
BROCK PETERS• PAULA KELLY and EDWARD
Screenplay by STANLEY
Produced by WALTER

R GREENBERG ·Based

G. ROBINSON

Upon a Novel by

SELTZER and RUSSELL THACHER•

HARRY HARRISON
RICHARD FLEISCHER

G"®®®e5_] weicotcR ·PAwstow ® ,
Friday

April 2

112 Oelman

Directed by

7:00/9:00/11 :00
$1.00
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'That Championship Season' is sheer thunder
by Gary Gregory
That Championship Season
is sheer dramatic thunder in the

hands of the Dayton Theater

guild. Their version of Jason
Miller's 1972 Pulitzer prize
winning play is one of those
unbeatable dramas in which
everything works.
This play about a high school
basketball
championship
team's twentieth reunion at
their coach's house pulsates
with human emotions at the

highest level.

Four starters from the state
winning team join their former
coach for a night of laugh-filled
nostalgia.
These five desparate characters need one another like grass
needs water. They may be winners in sporting events but they
are losers in life. On the surface
things look good, but the undercurrent of distrust, disillusionment, and anger runs deep
among this group.
Tom Daley, the ill-fated alcoholic; James Daley, the
mediocre principal; George

Sikowsi, the phoney baloney

town mayor; Phil Romano, the
soured business magnate; and
the deluded coach, make a
pathetic quintet of lost souls.
Janet lsenhart's introspective, yet clinical, direction gives
her actors enough ti me to develop their characters for the
audience to actually watch
them think.
Her magnetic staging sucks
the audience right into the

coach's house where, for two

hours plus, they live with these
five men.
The emotional fireworks of
Championship Season are
supplied by a splendid cast. In
particular, Fred Blumenthal as
Tom and Eric Sparr as Phi I offer
wonderful, genuine moments
of superlative acting.
Blumenthal's haunting portrait of the sneering, yet perceptive drunk, and Sparr's
panoramic patchwork quilt
portrayal of the lonely and tormented Phil are brilliantly performed.
The other three cast members are no less effective. Ralph
Dennler, Jim Birt, and Bert

Learn to
SKY DIVE

Greene County Sport
Parachute Club
Classes 10.:00 AM & 1.00 PM DAILY
Individuals $40.00
Group of 5 $30.00 per ind.

Staub deliver three performances that go "right to the

quick'.

Dennler's childlike James,
Birt's hollow political shell of
George, and Staub's crusty, deluded Coach, are heartbreakingly real.

Championship

bolized by the shining trophy
on the mantle case.
From its marvelous set to the
besotted eyes of the combaton stage, the guild's
ing dramatics is theater at its
very best.
The realistic interaction of

ants

sear-

the five actors flows naturally
and smoothly. They make us
care, they make us laugh, and
they make us hurt.
Dayton Theater guild on
Salem avenue continues its run
on April 3, 4, 5 and 9, 10, 11
and 12.

The

Season

explores humanity on gut level
terms. Its raw language, coarse
racial bigotry and theme of explotation are sliced with the delicate touch of a surgeon's scalpel.
It is a story that rips one's gut
and touches one's heart.
As teenagers the team was
weaned on their coach's
philosophy that to be real men.

[Critics Corner

"You endure pain to win, an©
you attack the opponent:

weakness," according to the
coach.
Greatness to them is sym-

\

Ray gives glimpse of Indian culture
by Teleia McCabe
During World War II, over
5,000 Bengalis died of starvation due to a shortage of rice,
which was taken to feed allied
troops fighting in the east. This
is the point of Distant Thunder,
which is currently showing at
Cinema center, Cinema 2.
Distant Thunder was directed by one of the finest of the
eastern di rectors, Satyaj it Ray.
Ray, a Bengali director, won
the Grand Prix at the 1956
Cannes Film festival, with a film
cal led Pather Panchali.

teresting film for several
reasons. First of all, it is rare that
one gets a chance to see any

eastern films in Dayton. The Indian culture is fascinating, and
the film is worth seeing if only
for this reason.
Second, Distant Thunder is
an extremely good film. The
film opens with a series of
stationary shots showing the
Bengali countryside preceding
an approaching thunder storm.
It is nature itself that provides
the movement within the
frame. The overcast skies recur

people around him.
The story contains some very
exciting elements, such as an
attack on a rice mi II owner by a
starving group of vi I lagers; the
attempted
rape
of
the

Brahman's wife, and the sub-

sequent death of the attempted
rapist-(he is beaten by two
other Brahman women who defend the heroine); and the desperation of a young woman
who trades her favors for the
rice that a horribly mutated
young man has stashed away.
Ray, who directed, wrote,

For further information call 376-9293

CHALLENGE:
If you've got it, prove it. If you want
it, work for it. If you think you're a
leader, show us. That's what we ask
and expect of every college man
who enters our Platoon Leaders
Class commissioning program. PLC
... with ground, air and law options,
summer training, and the chance for
up to $2,700 in financial assistance.
But to make our team ... you have to
meet our challenge.

,,,

THE MARINES ARE LOOKING
FOR A FEW GOOD MEN.
A Marine Corps officer selection team will be in the

University Center on April 1

For more information about Marine Officer Program

call Captain Marty Carpenter (513)277-4323.

This was followed by two
other films which comprised
his 'Apu' trilogy. This trilogy
told the story of a Bengali life
from childhood to maturity.
Ray's cinematic style is one of
gentleness, directness, and
simplicity.
Ray is known for his ability to
tell a story in direct and human
terms, while always implying
more about the qua I ity of I ife
than is directly stated in the
films. His characters are ordinary, sympathetic, and immediately
recognizable
people.
Distant Thunder is an in-

often during the film, looming
ominously overhead as the

price of rice soars, and the shor-

tage of food increases.
Usually centered in these
scenes is a huge, symbolic tree,
and the lead character is often
placed beside this tree (also, the
only character that actually
starves to death on screen dies
in front of this tree).
The story concerns a Bengali
of the Brahman caste and his
wife. Living in a poverty-torn
village, the Brahman (being the
only educated man in the village) functions as priest,
teacher, and doctor to the

and composed the music for

Distant Thunder, does some
very interesting editing in corre1 ation with the primitive drums
and flutes on the soundtrack.
Distant Thunder is a fascinating film that explores the simple
life of the Indian village, the relationship
between
the
Brahman and his wife, and the
ever-nearing threat of starvation.
This is a chance to see a work
by one of the world's foremost
directors (one that is relatively
unheard of around here) and a
glimpse of the culture of India.

It's a woman's right to make
her own decision.
24 hr service, strictly confidential.
No fee.

ca» BIRTHRIGHT counseling
223- 3446
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Tunnel construction uncovers antropological find
by Susan Opt
While digging the new tun-

The "Big white thing" has
been more correctly identified

sor of anthropology said,
"Naturally, we were quite sur-

years old.

building and tunnels has been

ences building and University

ment faculty at Wright State as

bones of these sort have never

Anthropology department have

bones.

Paul Streeter discovered what
he termed "a big white thing."

period brontosaurus.
Bennie Keel, assistant

the country." He estimated the
bones to be about one million

lies under the Medical Sciences
building. Construction on the

Through special measure- temporarily halted in order to
nel between the Medical Sci- by the Anthropology depart- prised by the find. Dinosaur ments and test, faculty of the avoid possible damage to the
Center, construction worker the third left.rib of a Jurassic been found beforeinthispartof determined the entire skeleton

''We have requested the

University's permission to
profesmove the Medical Sciences
building to a new location in

Marlow converts quadrangle to faculty parking
by Ken Dunbar
Robert Marlow, director of
Campus planning and Construction, Wright State's parking facilities by converting the
founder's quadrangle into a
parking area for faculty members.
"It seemed like the most sensible solution to the problem,"
Marlow stated. "We were getting complaints from the faculty
concerning the distance they
were having to walk to get to
their respective classrooms, at
the same time student parking

facilities were becoming in-

adequate.'

"The conversion will solve
both problems," Marlow added.
Construction will begin the
third week in April. A driveway
situated between Allyn and
Oelman halls connect the lotto
the street, Marlow explained.
Opposition to the proposal,
calling itself Students Against
Parking (SAP) is petitioning
against
the
conversion.
GailSnyder, chairer of the
committee stated at SAP's first

Medical Sciences building.
"We considered moving the
building into the 'C' parking lot
behind the Physical Education
building but the students wou Id
complain about losing some
parking space. Also it would
mean spending $30 a year for
an annual 'C'
sticker,"
explained Conley.
"An alternative we had
thought about was cutting
down some of the trees in
Wright State's woods and putting the building there. But the
environmentalists
would
scream," continued Conley.
"We've had an offer from a

to star in 'Brief Encounter'
by Gary Gregory
Wright State University theater
production of Noel Coward's
"Brief Encounter".
Dr Abe Bassett, chairer of the
WSU Theater Arts department,
made the announcement yesterday over the Creative Arts
parking lost pub lic address system.

''We are honored to have
Burton and Taylor on the
Wright State University stage.
They are setting a precedence
for future productions
"If they work out satisfactorily, Mickey Rooney, Fernado
Lamos, and Linda Lovelace will
be scheduled for next year's
productions," Bassett continued.
Brief Encounter, a bittersweet love story of an illfated romance, tells the story of
an illicit affair between and
aging married woman and an
alcoholic professor,
Burton, now appearing in

Answer
[Continued from

page 6]

a) Howdy Doody

c) None of the above,
does not exist

explained Keel. "However, we
haven't received a response as
of yet."
'
Robert Conley, director of
Campus Planning and Development, thought the bones
were "a fantastic discovery."
But he feels there may be some

problems with relocating the

Richard Burton, Liz Taylor
The dynamic duo of Richard
Burton and Elizabeth Taylor
will star in the upcoming

order to extract the skeleton,''

Broadway's Equas, said, "Liz
and I need this show, not only
to revive our sagging careers,
Robert Marlow complains
but also to revive our sagging
relationship."
Taylor, now hibernating in
Switzerland with a car sales
Tickets are priced from $12
person, said, "Dickie and I
up, with box seats for $22 each.
need this show to renew our meeting, "Mr Marlow is nuts-o
love and to renew our acting if he thinks he can get away
careers."
with this."
When asked why WSU was ,
"I and my co-chairer, Libby
their selected location for this Keller, are editors of the Guarrevitalization they answered, dian. We have influence. We
"Blankets and sunsets work have power!'' Snyder continued.
wonders at Glen Helen."
Brief Encounterwill be perThe meeting ended when
formed daily at the Creative Snyder, after pounding her
Arts center the entire month of shoe on the podium, broke a
May, with two performances heel.
A petition is being sent
every Saturday and alternate
around the campus by SAP, enWednesdays.

farmer out in Beavercreek who

said we could use his land as
about parking facilities.

listing student support. "We
have already got over a
hundred names on the petition," Snyder stated, "and we
intend to present it to Dr Keger-

reis (WSU president) next

week. If this doesn't work, we'll
take our complaint straight to

the top--the Ombudser's office."

SAP members are determined they will win this battle.
"We will lay down before the
bu I ldozers if necessary,"
Snyder said.

University Food Services
welcomes everyone back
for another quarter. We
hope it's a good one for you,
and remember . . .
hamburgers
never
tasted better than
when they're eaten out
on the quad amidst the
friendliness and warm

sunshine of spring

quarter.

long as we'd milk his cows for

him every morning and evening," Conley added.
Actually what Wright State is
hoping for is the annexation of
Wright-Patterson Air Force
base because "then we can
stick the building out on some
unused runway and run a
shuttlebus to the university,"
said Conley.
Conley anticipates no problem in receiving funds to move
the Medical Sciences building.
"We think that the money we
can get out of the publicity of
the bones will far exceed the
costs of moving the building."
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Soil analysis uncovers iron mine under campus
by Janet Groeber, Libby Keller,
and Ted Hoy
A discovery about Wright
State's soil composition has
solved one problem and

"The syncline must contain a
lot of iron, comparable to the
Mesabi range of Michigan,"
Gregor philosophized. "The
giant amount of mineral traces

campaign," Murray stated.
"Plans for implementing a new
course, health 001, was in the
offing until the chance discovery of iron."

conjecturing that it would take
approximately 20 years to eke
out the ore.
"At the rate of $100,000 annually over a period of 20

a large campus lake called
Wilbur and Orville lake we can
disguise it."
Don Mohr, Athletic director,
commented that he has already

DrC Bryan Gregor, professor of
geology, a large deposit of iron
ore has been detected in the
soil on which WSU is built.
Gregor added that because
the large amount, iron has infiltrated the water of the University, causing water in sinks,

around the bowls."
Dr John V Murray, vice president and vice provost for
academic affairs, said he sighed
in relief upon receiving the
word about the nature of the

with the problem of coping
with the unsightly rust stains
and until WSU finishes mining
the ore, the community will just
have to put up with it,'' Sewer
concluded.
Bulldozers from the Med
school site will double to mine

greatly from the exploitation of
our natural resource," Sewer
added.
Robert Marlow, director of
Campus Planning, offered a
scheme for the hole the mine
will leave. "We realize that it
will not be too aesthetically

the sailing team's practice regattas.
"I'm real pleased that Wright
State is finally taking an interest
in its lesser-known athletics,"
Mohr said. "This will really
help build up our public image
as a school of athletic suppor-

created another. According to has caused the nasty rust ring. "Butthe University isstill left years, the University will profit asked for the lake to be used for

drinking

discoloration.

"We had a tentative, viable

fountains, plan for an all-out hygiene the ore, according to Sewer, pleasing, butby converting itto ters."

laboratories, and particularly
toilets to have an off color.
Until the discovery of the deposit, it was commonly thought
by facility users that the equipment was not functioning
properly.
Charles Sewer, director of
Physical plant, commented,
'"\We were getting several cal Is
a day about the situation so we
investigated it. By cleaning the
pipes and inspecting the pomp,
we found everything to be in
perfect working order."
Sewer added that after the inspection, however, the problem still lingered.
A team of state inspectors
were further baffled by the discolored water caper. Roger
Rooter, head of the team,

stated, ''We just couldn't figure

out what it was. But an intense
investigation at the local water

treatment plant revealed that
the problem was, indeed, organic."
The problem was then turned
back over to WSU, but this time

to geology's graduate assis-

tants, supervised by Gregor.
Shudy Rhuler said, "Listen you
turkeys, it's obvious because of
the Wright State's geographical
position and there's nothing
you can do about it, you dummies."
Gregor verified Rhuler's

hypothesis. "WSU is located

on a syncline dated to the Devonian period."

Speech 141 class sponsors benefit swimathon in moat
by Pamela Edens
Six students from Dr Gene
Eakins speech 141 class will be
holding a "swimathon" in the
Allyn hall moat Friday, April 2.
The swimathon is done on the
same basis as a walkathon, and
students will get sponsors to
pledge an amount of money per
lap completed around the
moat.
The students plan to start
swimming early Friday morning and continue until 11 pm

Friday, with hourly breaks for

rest and nourishment.
The six students participating
are Randy Finn, Wayne
Wethead, Betty Bosom, Flip
Jackson, Neptune Smith, and
Hermit C Crabbe.
One unusual feature of the
swimathon is that it will be

done ''skinny dip'" style (in the
nude).

Eakins commented, ''I've

always been an athletic supporter, and I feel that, despite its
unusualness, this is a very fine
and worthwhile project."
Wethead, leader of the
group, stated that, "I think this
project will open up new lines
of communication between
members of the group, because
we're doing it nude. We feel
this freedom will enhance our

work together."
Finn, remarked he knows the
only reason Wethead came up
with this project has nothing to
do with group communication,
but some form of personal

communication with Betty

Bosom.
Wethead denied this accusation, saying his only concern is
for the success of the project
and has nothing to do with the

'bet he and Jackson made about

Bosom's hidden birthmark.
Eakins intervened, saying
that the purpose of this group's
project, as well as other groups', was to join together in a
communicative effort, and accomplish something for the
community.
One anonymous member of
the class was heard to comment
that Eakins was dumber than he
looked.
Wethead also noted that stu-

dents wishing to join in the fun
can donate $1 and swim the
laps (nude) with the group.
All donations and proceeds
from the swimathon will go to
the Wright State swim teams
and the Wright Whales.
Wethead said that he feels
their efforts to raise money for
these groups will make them
known across the state, and
help them to be remembered in

times of competition.

Mohr schedules 647 baseball games
by Terry Williams

Wright State University Athletic Director Don Mohr said

that the baseball team will attempt a 647 game schedule this
year. Only one game will be
played away because WSU
wants the home advantage.
Only 12 letter winners are
gone off the team that finished
2-34 last year and second-year
coach Ron Nitwitz is quite
hopeful.
"Buble-gum chewing will
again be the key to this year's
success,'' he said, "although
we're trying Trident gum this
year because four out of five
dentist surveyed recommend
chewing sugarless gum."

Nitwitz feels that the pitching
will be strong this season with
returnees Bob Grote, Johnny
Hefty, Sam Burger, and Mark
North.
"The only thing i'm worried
about is the new jock strap
rule," blurted Nitwitz. '"When
the temperature is over 70 degrees, players can wear jock
strap only. I think the boys will
be looking at each others' legs
too much to concentrate on the
game. I know I will!"
Next year the team may be
playing the Cincinnati Reds. If
so, it would mark the first time
the Raiders have ever considered playing a professional
team.

"I would be thrilled to play

Wright State," said Cincinnati

manager Barky Anderson. "I
hear they have a tough
ballclub, and I feel we could
give them one heckuva
ballgame."
Nitwitz felt that a game with
the Reds would be very beneficial. "It would give them experience and us practice," he
said.
The Reds organization has
already approved the game and
now it only has to go past Don
Mohr for final approval.
Said Mohr, ."f'm still debating it, but it's a definite possibility.

Classifieds
RECENT GRADUATE teaching
assistant in Physics with BS in
Physics masters candidate will

tutor privately. Terms & times set
1 969-VOLKSWAGEN- Fastback.

Green/white interior, 59,000 miles.
$750.00.

Call 878-9851 day,

325-3923 night. 4-1-2

and

FOR SALE: 1967 Toyota Coronaradio, air-cond., rear window defogger, good gas mileage, runs
well, NO RUST. 69,000 miles only
$575. Call 253-6244 or box Q277.

4-1-2

1974 VW SUPER-BUG, very good
condition, black, rust-proof,
$2,300. Also, 1965 Chevy window
van, many new parts, $450. Phone

258-1665. 4-1-2

'71 MG midget, excellent condition
must sell. $1,350. Call Jane at

277-2818 or Dave at ext. 2117.
4-1-2

"IF YOU have a '69-'75, Volkeswagon with a defunct engine
and/or trans., the body is in good
condition and you want to sell it,
leave info and phone 7 in mailbox

H372." 4-1-2

FOR SALE: 1976 Olds 98 Regency, 2 dr, 859-4307. 4-1-2

NEED: 3 or 4 players for mens
summer league softball team. Call

Rick at 277-4097. 4-1-2

WSU HAS lost it's strong student
community. Help us find it. Join
Beta Phi Omega, drop a note in

mailbox T116. 4-1-2

BETA PHI Omega is looking for
men and women interested in service social and athletic activities in
conjunction with WSU's best
fraternity. Call Ttm at 426-8678 or

drop a note in mailbox T116. 4-1-2

RIDE NEEDED to WSU from North
Fairborn, willing to pay, desperate.
Enter both phone 878-2875 and

box 345. 4-1-2

WANTED: A ride to and from campus to Piqua. Hours: 9:00-4:00 T
and Th and 12:00-2:00 W and F.
Desperately needed: Will pay. Call

Steven at 773-0903. 4-1-2

INTERESTED IN going Greek???
Start spring quarter off right! Beta
Theta Pi cookout on Achilles hill,

Sat. April 3 at 2:00 pm. 4-1-1

up individually. If interested, call
leave message in
Physics department office 248F.

866-5714 or
4-1-2

FREE TO GOOD home. Long
haired white kitten, approximately
7 mos. old. Very playful. Call 879-

9760. 4-1-2

COMPLETE PROGRAM. Hatha
Yoga. A book-An Approach To
Hatha Yoga, four lesson program
on three cassette tapes plus commentary. $22.50. Includes postage. Send money order to Jack
Earley (author) 535 S. High st. Ur-

bana, Ohio 43078. 4-1-2

FREE DOGGIE to a good home.
Small young, black, short-haired,

playful. Call 878-2620. 4-1-2

RUSH PARTY! Day· Saturday,
April 3. Place: Achilles hill. Time:
2:00 to whenever. Sponsored by
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity and tentatively scheduled with Zeta Tau

Alpha Sorority. 4-1-1

PERSON WANTED to sew
Frostline type, nylon parka kit. Dis-

cuss rate. Dave E232. 4-1-2

FOUND: 7 month Shepard/Collie
pup; affection, intelligent, housebroken. If he's yours, or if you're
looking for an ideal family dog, contact the Riding club. 873-3121.

4-1-2
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CLERK NEEDED for small imported food and wine store. Call

298-7381. 4-1-2
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FRUSTRATED MALE desperately
requests sympathetic female to
participate in the rites of spring. If
you feel the same way reply to

Allyn hall mailbox B551. 4-1-2

MALE, 22, good sense of humor,
seeks female for tennis, tripping
out on 10-speed, companionship,
love and laughter. Tune your reply
to G106. I'II meet you in court.

4-1-1

STRAIGHT MALE to share 2 bedroom apt at Woodman Park. Call

256-9464 after 3:30. 4-1-2

WANTED: IMMEDIATE availability female student to share apt. at
Bonnie Villa. $60 per month plus
utilities. Very clean, quiet atmosphere. Please contact Cindy at

426-3739 any time of day. 4-1-2

WANTED: FEMALE roommate to
share extra nice house 5 min. from
campus. Furnished. Mellow atmosphere. Call Laurie at 879-

9760. 4-1-2

GOOD LUCK to the women's swim

team at nationals. 4-1-1

ROOM FOR rent with private bath,
cooking privileges, all within 10 minutes drive from Wright State. Call
878-2769 after 4. Anytime

weekends. $90/month includes
everything. 4-1-2
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share house, $86/month plus
utilities. Enter both phone 878-

2875 and box 345. 4-1-2

NEEDED, MALE to share 3 bedroom double apt. $33.33, one third
of utilities, phone, 15 minutes from
WSU. Responsible need only apply. Phone 254-9314 after 6:00.

4-1-2

